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Problem

Optimize NNs with the matrices in the hidden layers
constrained to be in a matrix manifold

Why is this Interesting?

Matrix manifolds are found everywhere in the context of
optimization and machine learning!
I Orthogonal matrices O(n), SO(n), St(n, k)
. Mitigate exploding / vanishing gradient problems
. Building blocks of most matrix factorizations:

QR, SVD, Schur, polar, spectral . . .
I Low rank matrices Rm×n

k

. Implicit regularization methods
I Symmetric positive definite matrices Sym+(n)
. Covariance kernels

I Non singular matrices GL(n),GL+(n)
. Invertible neural networks (e.g., Normalizing flows)

I Hyperbolic Space Hn

. Word embeddings. VAEs

Classic Approach

Riemannian Gradient Descent (RGD)
I It follows geodesics on the manifold:

xt+1 = expxt(−∇f (xt))
I Recall: A retraction r is a first order approximation to

expx, that is, for every x ∈M,
rx(0) = x (drx)0 = IdTxM

I If one has access to a retraction r, Riemannian
gradient descent takes the form

xt+1 = rxt(−∇f (xt))
I It is the analogous to GD onM without momentum
I Practical problems:
. Adaptive methods on manifolds:

Methods like ADAM, RMSPROP, or ADAGRAD are
inherently Euclidean

. Precision errors: For most manifolds used in
practice, geodesic Riemannian gradient descent
accumulates errors multiplicatively.
This leads to, for example, loss of orthogonality and
the need of using projected gradient descent

Trivializations

Fix p ∈M. Choose a surjective map φ : TpM→M. Think expp or rp for a surjective retraction

min
x∈M

f(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
constrained problem.

is equivalent to solving min
v∈TpM

f(φ(v))︸ ︷︷ ︸
unconstrained problem.

1. TrivializeM: Pullback the problem from the manifold onto a Euclidean space
2. Optimize f ◦ φ using your favorite optimizer, e.g., ADAM, RMSPROP, ADAGRAD,. . .
I Precision errors do not accumulate as we do not work directly on the manifold
I Similar computational cost than Riemannian gradient descent
. Negligible in the context of NNs when compared to backpropagation

I Problem: A trivialization may create new local minima and saddle points!
. ConsiderM = R, φ : R→ R: The chain rule gives (f ◦ φ)′(v) = f ′(φ(v)) · φ′(v)
. If φ′(v) = 0, (f ◦ φ)′ will be zero at x = φ(v) even if f ′(x) 6= 0!
. The same problem appears on manifolds whenever the differential of φ is not full rank

I Solution: Dynamic trivializations

Dynamic Trivializations
Choose a retraction r : TM→M and an initial point p0 ∈M. For i = 0, 1, . . .

1. Trivialization: Optimize f ◦ rpi starting at the point 0 ∈ TpiM
2. Change the trivialization point: After K optimization steps on TpiM, set pi+1 := rpi(vi,K)

and trivialize the problem back to Tpi+1
M.

I The retraction does not need to be surjective
I The method avoids creating new local minima or saddle points
I Dynamic trivializations bridge RGD and trivializations:
. Generalizes trivializations: If we never change the trivialization point
. Generalizes RGD: If we change the trivialization point after every optimization step and

use SGD, we recover stochastic RGD with a retraction!
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Dynamic Trivialization

An Experiment (more in the paper)

We test dynamic trivializations on the TIMIT speech recog-
nition task, using it to parametrize the recurrent kernel on
an RNN with an orthogonal matrix from SO(n) using the
exponential map

expB : TB SO(n)→ SO(n)

A 7→ B exp(BᵀA)

DTRIVK denotes that the trivialization point is changed
every K optimization steps

MODEL SIZE VAL. MSE TEST MSE

DTRIV1 224 6.55 6.54
DTRIV100 224 4.80 4.77
DTRIV∞ 224 4.75 4.71
EXPRNN 224 5.34 5.30
SCORNN 224 9.26 8.50
SCURNN 128 9.42 7.23
LSTM 84 15.42 14.30
RGD 128 15.07 14.58

DTRIV1 425 4.21 4.17
DTRIV100 425 2.02 1.99
DTRIV∞ 425 2.00 1.97
EXPRNN 425 5.52 5.48
SCORNN 425 7.97 7.36
SCURNN 258 4.40 3.39
LSTM 158 13.66 12.62
RGD 256 14.96 14.69

Start Putting Manifold Constraints in your Code!

Generic implementation: We provide an implementation
of the dynamic trivialization framework in Pytorch

Easy usage: Just inherit from a Parametrization class
and implement a retraction method.

Orthogonal constraints: We provide an implementation
with different retractions for the manifolds SO(n) and St(n, k).
This gives a drop-in replacement for the nn.Linear layer

Examples: We give some examples of useful retractions
for most well-known manifolds in the appendix of the paper.

The code:
https://github.com/Lezcano/expRNN/

The paper:
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.09501

https://github.com/Lezcano/expRNN/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.09501

